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Sundial v5 for iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch Released 

The Sundial App displays essential solar and lunar data in an innovative graphical display, with 

highly customizable alerts for 20 solar/lunar events including sunset, dusk, moonrise, and full 

moon 

Austin, TX— December 7, 2019 — Indie developer Tier 9 Digital has released an update to its 

popular Sundial iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch app. Sundial provides a one-of-a-kind display of 

the sun and moon rise/set cycle over the 24-hour day. Essential solar and lunar data is displayed, 

such as sunrise time, moonset time, and days to next full and new moon. 

The extremely configurable alert system allows users to setup notifications around 12 solar 

transit events (dawn, sunrise, solar noon, sunset, dusk, etc.), 4 lunar transit events (moonrise, 

lunar noon, moonset, lunar midnight), and 4 lunar phase events (full moon, new moon, 1st 

quarter, last quarter).  

A cinematographer, for example, could be reminded exactly 2 hours before sunset to review 

conditions for a shot planned later in the day. Alerts are generated using iPhone/iPad built-in 

GPS and require no Internet connection: all calculations and scheduling is performed on the 

user’s iOS device and Sundial will continue to function in a remote location without mobile 

phone coverage.  

http://www.sundialapp.com/
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Sundial is used by hikers, joggers, surfers, pilots, sailors, photographers, gardeners, astronomers, 

astrophotographers, worshipers, farmers, and star gazers. Sundial is handy for planning travel 

and outdoor activities. 

Sundial is free to download and a 3-day trial of alerts is included. An unlimited number of alerts 

can be defined by unlocking Sundial Premium through a one-time USD$2.99 in-app purchase. 

With Sundial Premium, app users can: 

• Jump to any date: use swipe gestures or enter a specific date 

• Jump to any location: search by place name, address, or geographic coordinates 

• Save favorite locations 

• Synchronize and backup alert definitions and favorite locations to iCloud  

• Configure additional location settings 

Sundial’s Apple Watch app provides on-the-go solar/lunar data and complications, with all 

calculations performed directly on the watch. 

Voice over is fully supported on all devices to assist vision impaired users in day/evening 

planning, such as being notified when daylight is fading to improve safety. 

What some Sundial users are saying: 

"The absolute best sun/moon app" • "The only one you’ll need" • "Hella cool 

complications" • "Planetastic!" • "Artfully beautiful" • "Wonderful App! Nothing 

else like it" • "Clean, uncluttered, accurate" 

Sundial can be downloaded from the App Store. A brief overview of Sundial features is available 

on YouTube. 

Press inquiries: 

Mike Muegel 
mike@tier9digital.com 
(512) 222-6769 

A downloadable press kit with high resolution screen shots is available at 

http://sundialapp.com/presskit/. 
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